Do humans really punish altruistically? A closer look
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Some researchers have proposed that natural selection has given rise in humans to one or more adaptations for altruistically punishing on behalf of other individuals who have been treated unfairly, even when the punisher has no chance of benefiting via reciprocity or benefits to kin. However, empirical support for the altruistic punishment hypothesis depends on results from experiments that are vulnerable to potentially important experimental artefacts. Here, we searched for evidence of altruistic punishment in an experiment that precluded these artefacts. In so doing, we found that victims of unfairness punished transgressors, whereas witnesses of unfairness did not. Furthermore, witnesses’ emotional reactions to unfairness were characterized by envy of the unfair individual’s selfish gains rather than by moralistic anger towards the unfair behaviour. In a second experiment run independently in two separate samples, we found that previous evidence for altruistic punishment plausibly resulted from affective forecasting error—that is, limitations on humans’ abilities to accurately simulate how they would feel in hypothetical situations. Together, these findings suggest that the case for altruistic punishment in humans—a view that has gained increasing attention in the biological and social sciences—has been overstated.

1. Introduction

In many animal species, including humans, individuals punish conspecifics that have harmed them [1–3]. Some researchers have recently argued that humans, unlike other animals, also altruistically punish individuals who have harmed others, even when the punisher has no chance of benefiting via reciprocity or benefits to kin [4–6]. Results from several economics experiments appear to support this claim [4,6,7], but some scholars have questioned both the adaptationist logic behind such theoretical claims [8–10] and the interpretation of the empirical results [8,10–14]. Here, we elide these theoretical debates and instead investigate a more basic empirical question: do people actually sponta-neously punish individuals who have only harmed other individuals in anonymous settings in the laboratory? Put differently, do the empirical research findings often marshalled in support of the altruistic punishment hypothesis [4,6] provide a reliable guide to the presence or absence of a propensity for altruistic punishment in humans?

In previous work, researchers claimed empirical support for the existence of altruistic punishment on the basis of results from public goods game experiments in which the individual being punished had harmed—or failed to help—the putative punisher as well as other victims [4], leaving open the possibility that the punishment was vengeful, rather than altruistic [10]. Results from similar experiments that exclude revenge as a possible motive suggest that investments in punishment in such contexts are conspicuously low [15]. Additional data frequently adduced in support of the altruistic punishment hypothesis come from third-party punishment games [6,7], in which a dictator chooses to give some portion of a sum of money (or none) to a passive recipient. A third player can punish the dictator (at a cost) in response to the dictator’s transfer to the recipient. Many third parties in games with this structure pay
a cost to punish stingy dictators, despite receiving no financial benefit from doing so [6,7].

However, five methodological limitations of the standard third-party punishment game might conspire to yield inflated estimates of humans’ propensity to punish strangers for having behaved unfairly towards other strangers. First, in the standard game, subjects are assigned to a third-party role that implies their task is to determine how much to punish the dictator; indeed, the only choices third parties can make are whether to punish the dictator (and, if so, how much). Thus, any error will lead to an increase in the estimated quantity of punishment. Second, punishment in the third-party punishment game is typically administered with the presence (or inferred presence) of an audience: punishment of the dictator by the third party is witnessed by the initial victim because all players see the results of the game. The presence of an audience introduces reputational considerations that could motivate punishment as a means of pursuing indirect fitness benefits (e.g. by signalling one’s quality as a cooperative partner [17,18], or one’s formidability to prevent future exploitation of oneself [19,20] or one’s friends and kin [21]). Indeed, it has been shown—though with a different paradigm—that observers of unfair treatment punish third parties significantly less when they are assured no one will see their decision [22] (however, see [23]).

Third, the third-party punishment game is typically conducted with the ‘strategy method’ [24], which requires third parties to repeatedly respond to a series of hypothetical dictator choices—in advance of learning of the dictator’s actual choice—that are progressively more (or progressively less) unfair [6]. Such methods can cause subjects to infer that the experimenters expect them to vary their responses according to some feature that varies across the set of repeated scenarios [25]. Consequently, owing to a well-known experimental artefact called demand, subjects might feel compelled to punish at least some of the time, calibrating those decisions to the only feature of the dictators’ repeated choices that varies: how unfair they are. This is especially problematic in the standard third-party punishment game because rewarding is not allowed; the only way subjects can vary their responses is to vary their amount of punishment. In a notable exception, Almenberg et al. [26] did add a rewarding option to the typical third-party punishment game (conducted with the strategy method), and a small amount of third-party punishment was observed, on average, when dictators transferred $0 (of $10) to the recipient. We note, however, that subjects in this experiment were informed, before making their decisions, that it was possible they would not be paired with another subject—in such a case, their decisions would not be enacted and they would retain all of their money (i.e. participants’ decisions were somewhat hypothetical; see below).

Fourth, the strategy method also involves affective forecasting [27] in as much as it requires subjects to respond ex ante to dictator actions that have not yet occurred. Such behavioural commitments can differ from the actual behaviours people enact after experiencing social situations directly because people frequently weight the features of social situations differently during conscious deliberation than they do after experiencing those social situations in real time [28]. For example, as forecasters, people severely overestimate how upset they would feel by (and subsequently, how much they would attempt to avoid interacting with) someone who had made a racist comment; by contrast, subjects who have actually observed another individual express strongly racist attitudes (versus those in control conditions) respond with relative indifference to the racist individual [29].

Fifth, previous claims that anger is the predominant emotional response of third-party punishers have relied on self-reports of anger in response to hypothetical scenarios [4,6]. Self-reports of anger are typically highly correlated with self-reports of other, similar emotions—including envy [30]. To the extent that the covariation between self-reported anger and self-reported envy is not statistically controlled, estimates of third parties’ anger towards unfair strangers might actually reflect envy, which can also motivate costly punishment in pursuit of goals that are quite distinct from putatively altruistic goals such as enforcing norms or delivering deterrence benefits to strangers [31]. Specifically, if third parties’ punishment of individuals who have treated another individual unfairly is motivated by envy, not by anger, then the mechanisms that motivate third-party punishment might process cues that another individual has obtained better outcomes than the self, rather than cues that an individual has violated a norm or harmed an anonymous third party in whom the punisher has no fitness interest [6,7].

Here, we present two experiments designed to test whether subjects punish altruistically on behalf of strangers in a third-party punishment game that was designed to rectify the methodological problems noted above. We also examined whether previous findings could plausibly be explained as a product of affective forecasting errors. We note that our goal was not to estimate the unique influence of each of these five potential methodological problems; rather, our goal was to test whether the altruistic punishment hypothesis could survive falsification in an experiment that eliminated these problems. Experiment 1 was a modified third-party punishment game in which subjects could either punish or reward—thereby reducing experimental demand for punishment [23], the confounding of error and punishment, and potential audience effects. Also, subjects made decisions about giving or deducting money from dictators after witnessing the dictator’s decision, which enabled us to measure third-party punishment without the possibility of affective forecasting errors [27]. Additionally, our measures of emotion were fine-grained enough that it was possible to evaluate the unique motivational roles of anger and envy. In experiments 2a and 2b, the same third-party punishment game was presented as a hypothetical vignette to subjects from two different research pools.

2. Methods

(a) Subjects

(i) Experiment 1

Subjects were 315 University of Miami undergraduates (mean age = 19.12, s.d. = 2.99; 57% female). They received partial course credit and monetary compensation (see below).

(ii) Experiment 2a

Subjects were 538 individuals (mean age = 34.37, s.d. = 12.14; 60% female) recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk (http://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome) and were paid $0.25 for their participation. Participation was restricted to users in the
USA. Because participants merely had to read a vignette and then report their forecasts of how they would think, feel and behave if the hypothetical situation had actually happened to them, participation generally took about 4 min.

(iii) Experiment 2b

We replicated experiment 2a with University of Miami undergraduates; 394 subjects (mean age = 18.74, s.d. = 1.27; 53% female) participated for partial course credit.

(b) Procedure

(i) Experiment 1

Subjects were run in individual sessions at a computer station in an isolated room (see the electronic supplementary material, S2.1). The entire experiment, including instructions, was conducted on a computer via E-RUN with a script created in E-Prime v. 2.0. After subjects provided informed consent, they were told they would be interacting with two other players in the building over the computer network and that it was important that those other people remain anonymous; in fact, they interacted with a pre-programmed computer script. Without this deception, the research would have been unfeasible (see the electronic supplementary material, S2.1). Subjects were informed that they would be participating in an economic decision-making game that would last for multiple rounds and they would be paid based on the money they earned during the game. Because deception was involved, everyone was paid a flat rate of $9 at the end of the experiment following a debriefing. We used a ‘funnel debriefing’ method designed to detect suspicion and explore subjects’ reactions to having been deceived [32]. Subjects flagged for suspicion were excluded from all analyses presented; re-including them in analyses did not qualitatively affect the results in any way (see the electronic supplementary material, S1.2).

The decision-making game comprised two rounds (figure 1) in which each player was given $5 to use in each round and assigned to one of three roles: decision-maker, receiver or observer. (We refer to these roles here as dictator, recipient and third party, respectively, to be consistent with labels used in previous work on third-party punishment.) Subjects were not told the exact number of rounds, to avoid end of game effects [33], and were told that money earned during each round would be ‘banked’ and thus unaffected by subjects’ behaviour during subsequent rounds. The dictator ostensibly had the option to give any portion of his or her $5 to the recipient, or take any portion of the recipient’s $5; the third party would merely see the results of the round and would not be affected by the dictator’s choice. Subjects were informed that in some rounds all players would be involved, and in other rounds some players might be excluded. Subjects were randomly assigned to be either the third party or the recipient in the first round, and the (computer-programmed) dictator either took $4 or $0 from the recipient. The computer displayed a summary screen for the round showing the amount of money each player earned for the round. Following the round, subjects completed a lexical decision task (see the electronic supplementary material, S1.3) and a series of self-report questions (see below).

Prior to role assignment for the second round, subjects were informed that there would be no third party in round 2 (to avoid potential audience effects [22,34]); one player would be assigned to a different task and be unable to see the results of the interaction. We note that the presence of the experimenter can also induce audience effects [22]; we took great care to minimize this potential influence by (i) clearly informing participants during the consent process that their data would be stored completely anonymously and could not be connected to them in any way, and (ii) minimizing contact with the experimenter by presenting all instructions electronically. Although we cannot rule out experimenter audience effects completely, our results are as insulated from them as we believe was possible in the context of this experiment.

All players were given another $5; because previous earnings had been ‘banked’, all players started round 2 with $5. The subject was assigned the role of dictator while the dictator from round 1 (who had treated either the subject or the other player fairly or unfairly) was assigned the role of the recipient (ostensibly by chance). Players were identified consistently throughout, so subjects were aware that the recipient in round 2 was the same player that had been the dictator in round 1. Subjects were instructed that they could give any amount of their $5 to the recipient, do nothing, or remove any amount of the recipient’s $5 (the word ‘punishment’ was never used). Removing money cost one-quarter of the amount removed and, unlike in the first round, was not gained by the subject as income—it simply disappeared. Note that the cost of punishment used here, 1:4, was less expensive than the 1:3 cost typically used in the third-party punishment game; previous research has shown that punishment becomes more likely as the cost of punishment declines (see [10] for review). Following the completion of the round, the experiment ended and the experimenter debriefed the subject through an extensive, staged process to assess the believability of the experiment and to explain why deception was necessary [32].

(ii) Experiments 2a and 2b

After providing consent, subjects were instructed to imagine themselves ‘in a particular situation in our laboratory. Please...
try to picture yourself in the situation we are describing. We will ask you to complete a series of questions regarding how you think you would think, feel and act in this situation. The layout and instructions of the game were presented as they were in experiment 1, and the rounds of the game and the self-report measures were the same. However, subjects did not complete a lexical decision task following the first round and were not debriefed following the completion of the experiment (because no deception was involved).

(c) Psychometric information regarding the self-report measures

(i) Self-rated emotions towards the other players

Subjects were asked to describe their emotional responses towards both of the other players after the first round. They described their feelings towards both players to avoid demand effects that might have occurred by probing only about the dictator. (Emotional reactions to the other player were not of theoretical interest here and so, in the interest of brevity, we do not report them.)

- Anger. Three-item composite of ratings on a scale from 0 (not at all) to 5 (extremely) of the extent to which the subject was ‘angry,’ ‘mad,’ and ‘outraged’ at the dictator (Cronbach’s α = 0.94).

- Entry. Two-item composite of ratings on a scale from 0 (not at all) to 5 (extremely) of the extent to which the subject was ‘envious’ and ‘jealous’ of the dictator (Cronbach’s α = 0.84).

(ii) Fairness/moral wrongness of the round 1 dictator’s behaviour

Subjects were asked to rate both how ‘fair’ and how ‘morally wrong’ the dictator’s behaviour was towards the recipient in round 1 on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 9 (totally).

3. Results

(a) Experiment 1

Third parties did not punish on behalf of strangers: a onesample Wilcoxon test (used because distributions were non-normal) revealed that the sample median of the distribution of dollars punished or rewarded in round 2 (in terms of the effect on the recipient, not the cost to the subject) by third-party witnesses of unfairness did not differ significantly from a hypothesized median of zero (z = -1.48, p = 0.140, n = 65; all p-values throughout manuscript are two-tailed). By contrast, victims of unfairness punished a non-zero amount (z = -3.52, p < 0.001, n = 61)—significantly more than mere witnesses of unfairness (p = 0.026, n = 126; two-sample median test; figure 2).

If the function of punishment is to deter harmdoers from imposing costs on oneself (i.e. to bargain for better treatment for oneself [10,13,20]) or others in the future—or even if its function is to enforce adherence to social norms [6]—then the punishment must be strong enough to erase unfairly gained benefits [1,35]. Otherwise, the harmdoer retains a net profit from the transgression, and thus will retain an incentive to continue to behave unfairly towards others in the future. Because unfair dictators took $4 from recipients in round 1 of experiment 1, $4 was also the minimum amount of punishment that would be expected to deter unfair dictators from behaving unfairly in the future. Third-party punishment of this magnitude was extremely rare: only 2 of 65 (3%) witnesses imposed at least $4 worth of punishment on unfair dictators, a proportion no different from the proportion for witnesses of fairness (0 of 80; p = 0.199, Fisher’s exact test). By contrast, 13 of 61 (21%) victims of unfairness punished at least $4, a proportion significantly greater than that for both recipients of fairness (0 of 64; p < 0.001) and witnesses of unfairness (p = 0.002). Indeed, most victims of unfairness who punished (13 of 21) imposed at least $4 worth of punishment.

According to the self-report measures of emotion, third parties did not become angry at unfairness: when controlling for envy (which was highly correlated with anger; r = 0.637, p < 0.001; see the electronic supplementary material, S1.5), a 2 (target: self, other) × 2 (treatment: fair, unfair) ANCOVA revealed a significant target × treatment interaction for anger (F1,265 = 17.11, p < 0.001). Witnesses of unfairness (M = 0.533, s.e. = 0.095, n = 65) did not report more anger than did witnesses of fairness (M = 0.314, s.e. = 0.084, n = 80; p = 0.363, partial R2 = 0.00), but victims of unfairness (M = 1.28, s.e. = 0.098, n = 61) did report more anger than their fairly treated counterparts (M = 0.418, s.e. = 0.093, n = 64; p = 0.001, partial R2 = 0.13; figure 3; see the electronic supplementary material, S1.3 and figure S1 for a replication with an implicit measure based on reaction time data). Thus, people became angry when treated unfairly but not when they only witnessed the unfair treatment of a stranger (cf. [36]). Importantly, this difference in the anger of witnesses versus victims of unfairness was not due to different perceptions of the transgression’s fairness or moral wrongness (see the electronic supplementary material, S1.4 and figure S2).

Eleven of 65 witnesses of unfairness paid some cost to impose costs on the unfair dictator; with a much larger sample, one might argue, we therefore might have found statistical evidence for mild third-party punishment. However, because the witnesses of unfairness were not angry at the dictator (see above), we suspected that the predominant emotional response among witnesses of unfairness was envy, given that they had observed the unfair dictator obtain a higher payoff ($9) than they themselves had received ($5; see [37]). We found a significant target × treatment interaction for envy (with anger partialled out; F1,265 = 4.53, p = 0.034) witnesses of unfairness were more envious of the dictator than were the witnesses of fairness (p ≤ 0.001, partial R2 = 0.07). By contrast, victims of unfairness were no more envious than were their fairly treated counterparts (p = 0.306, partial R2 = 0.00). Thus, had we observed a significant amount of third-party punishment among witnesses of unfairness, it plausibly could have been motivated by envy towards the unfair dictator rather than by moralistic anger. This difference in the emotions of the witnesses and victims of the dictator’s unfairness explains why third-party punishment was quite rare and mild: witnesses of unfairness were envious of the dictator’s ill-gotten gains—but not angry—and so they were likely to be reluctant to spend their own money to punish the dictator.

During experiment 1, we also ran a small fifth condition (n = 45; see the electronic supplementary material, S1.1) in which witnesses of unfairness started round 1 with $9, enabling us to test whether witnesses’ economic disadvantage relative to unfair dictators explained their surplus envy. Witnesses who started round 1 with $9 were significantly less envious of unfair dictators (controlling for anger) than
were witnesses who started with $5 (F_{1,107} = 8.35, p = 0.005, partial \eta^2 = 0.07). Self-reported anger (controlling for envy) did not differ between groups (F_{1,107} = 0.581, p = 0.448, partial \eta^2 = 0.01). Witnesses of unfairness with $9 did not punish an amount significantly different from zero (z = −0.879, p = 0.379, n = 45), nor differently than did the witnesses of unfairness with $5 (p = 0.475, n = 110), even though doing so would have cost a smaller proportion of their stake. Thus, the emotional reactions of witnesses of unfairness were characterized by envy rather than moralistic anger.

(b) Experiment 2a
In experiments 2a (online sample) and 2b (undergraduate sample), we investigated how subjects’ affective and behavioural forecasts in a hypothetical scenario would compare with the results from experiment 1 (see the electronic supplementary material, tables S1 and S2 for descriptive statistics for both experiments). This experiment was conducted not because we thought that participants’ hypothetical responses would provide a reliable assay of how they would behave in a real-life situation, such as the one we explored in experiment 1, but because we wished to compare participants’ forecasts of how they might behave and feel with participants’ actual behaviour.
elicit ‘negative emotions’ [4,6], which in turn motivate altruistic punishment, but here they resulted from affective forecasting rather than from responding to real-time events. (Recall, in contrast, that in experiment 1, which involved real-time behaviour and emotional responses rather than forecasting, no such moral outrage was found.)

(c) Experiment 2b

The pattern of punishment results for experiment 2b was virtually identical to those of experiment 2a: the proportion of witnesses of hypothetical unfairness that forecast that they would punish at least $4 (5 of 85; 6%) did not differ from that of victims of hypothetical unfairness (9 of 101; 9%; $p = 0.580, Fisher’s exact test)—a pattern that was similar to experiment 2a, but contrary to experiment 1. Interestingly, neither witnesses ($z = 0.183, p = 0.855, n = 85$) nor victims of hypothetical unfairness ($z = -0.162, p = 0.872, n = 101$) reported they would administer a greater-than-zero amount of punishment. Nevertheless, both witnesses of hypothetical unfairness ($p = 0.031$) and victims of hypothetical unfairness ($p = 0.012$) forecast they would punish significantly more than did their (hypothetically) fairly treated counterparts: this is because both witnesses ($z = 2.33, p = 0.020, n = 97$) and recipients of hypothetical unfairness ($z = 2.98, p = 0.003, n = 85$) rewarded a greater-than-zero amount. Furthermore—and importantly—witnesses and victims of hypothetical unfairness did not forecast different amounts of punishment ($p = 0.743$). Thus, notwithstanding the fact that hypothetical punishment of unfairness appeared largely to have taken the form of withdrawing reward (rather than imposing costs) for subjects in experiment 2b, the punishment results largely replicated those obtained in experiment 2a (figure 4).

Moreover, the pattern of emotion-related results of experiment 2b was identical to that of experiment 2a: witnesses of hypothetical unfairness ($M = 1.43, s.e. = 0.100, n = 94$) forecast more anger (controlling for envy) than did witnesses of hypothetical fairness ($M = 0.392, s.e. = 0.104, n = 92; p < 0.001, partial $\eta^2 = 0.13$). Likewise, victims of hypothetical unfairness ($M = 1.44, s.e. = 0.096, n = 109$) forecast more anger than did recipients of hypothetical fairness ($M = 0.259, s.e. = 0.098, n = 99; p < 0.001, partial $\eta^2 = 0.16$). Witnesses ($F_{(1,144)} = 18.53, p < 0.001, partial $\eta^2 = 0.11$) but not victims ($F_{(1,157)} = 0.005, p = 0.945, partial $\eta^2 = 0.00$) of hypothetical unfairness also forecast significantly more anger (controlling for envy) towards the unfair dictator than the subjects in experiment 1 actually experienced (figure 3). The overall pattern of forecast behaviour and emotion in experiment 2b suggests that the students who were the subjects in experiment 2b had a slight tendency to believe that they would reward fair distributions, which the non-student subjects in experiment 2a did not share, but in every other way the results are identical to those of experiment 2a: subjects forecast that both experiencing and witnessing unfairness would cause them to become angry and to punish dictators to a greater extent than did subjects who forecast their responses to either receiving or witnessing fair treatment. Furthermore, both experimenters and witnesses of unfairness forecast equivalent likelihoods of punishing at least $4$.

4. Discussion

Experiment 1 indicates that, under the conditions we investigated, humans do not impose meaningful amounts of
third-party punishment on behalf of absolute strangers. The nominal and statistically non-significant amount of punishment we did observe was apparently motivated by envy because of a comparatively unfavourable personal outcome rather than by moralistic anger on behalf of a mistreated stranger. Our finding that the emotional reaction to witnessing unfairness is characterized by envy rather than moralistic anger is particularly inconvenient for the altruistic punishment hypothesis: to categorize a behaviour as an adaptation for altruistic benefit delivery, one needs to provide evidence that the psychological mechanisms that produce the behaviour in question have been designed for that specific function. That is, one needs to demonstrate that the behaviour is not caused by mechanisms designed for a different function. The presence of envy, rather than moralistic anger, in response to witnessing unfairness suggests that the psychological mechanisms involved in third-party punishment are, at least in part, designed to process cues that another individual has obtained better outcomes than oneself [38]. By contrast, we found no evidence that they are designed to process cues that an anonymous stranger has been harmed. We do not mean to imply that humans do not impose any third-party punishment: under some circumstances, they do [22, 35, 39]. However, our results cast doubt on the proposal that the mechanisms that motivate third-party punishment are altruistic benefit-delivery systems that are motivated proximately by moralistic anger.

Experiments 2a and 2b show furthermore that people inaccurately forecast their affective and behavioural responses to unfairness in experimental games: in particular, subjects who imagined themselves witnessing (rather than experiencing) unfair treatment forecast both more anger and punishment (and, in the case of experiment 2b, withdrawal of rewarding) than is observed among people who witness unfair treatment in the laboratory. This dissociation between hypothetical and actual third-party punishment raises the possibility that punishment imposed by mere witnesses of unfairness found in prior work resulted from demand characteristics, affective forecasting errors and the other methodological shortcomings we have cited here [8, 25, 27].

(a) Limitations
As mentioned at the outset, the goal of the experiments presented herein was not to systematically identify which specific methodological conventions were responsible for previous findings of third-party punishment on behalf of strangers. Rather, the goal was to test whether a suite of methodological conventions that are commonly applied within the third-party punishment game collude to create more third-party punishment in that experimental realization than would actually obtain in experiments that remediated those methodological shortcomings. As such, our results cannot determine with certainty the effects of particular aspects of previous designs, such as the strategy method. A recent survey of studies comparing the strategy method with the direct-response method across a variety of paradigms found that evidence surrounding the effect of using the strategy method is mixed [40], but, importantly, no study has been conducted to directly compare the amounts of third-party punishment elicited in experiments using the strategy method versus the direct-response method [40]. Therefore, further work is needed to determine the unique contribution of the use of the strategy method (and the other potential methodological artefacts we have identified herein) to the apparently exaggerated evidence for altruistic third-party punishment that previous work has revealed: we emphasize again that doing so was not our goal here. Despite this limitation, our results do strongly suggest that subjects’ forecasts of their likely anger and punishment in response to witnessing unfairness in the standard third-party punishment game [6] are exaggerated.

(b) Conclusion
These findings are of broad significance in the study of human cooperation, because many researchers have proceeded under the assumption that altruistic punishment is a robust phenomenon that requires an adaptationist explanation. Indeed, two scientific ‘problems’ for which cooperation researchers over recent decades have been seeking adaptationist solutions might not be problems at all. Consider the puzzle framed by proponents of ‘strong reciprocity,’ such as Gintis [41], who claimed that humans are ‘strong reciprocators’ who are ‘predisposed to cooperate with others and punish non-cooperators, even when this behaviour cannot be justified in terms of self-interest, extended kinship, or reciprocal altruism’ (p. 169).

With respect to the former problem—‘unjustified’ predispositions to cooperate without apparent individual benefit—results from recent models suggest that a bias to cooperate, even when one faces cues of an interaction being one-shot, should be expected to coevolve with reciprocity. This is because mistake-making a one-shot interaction for a repeated interaction is a less costly error than the reverse [42]. In terms of the latter problem (i.e. the claim that people punish non-cooperators even when the punisher does not stand to benefit individually), the results from experiment 1 call into question the claim that people engage in altruistic third-party punishment at all (see also [10, 13]). We think another way forward in the study of third-party punishment in humans, as in the study of the evolved mechanisms that motivate human cooperation in general, is to intensify the search for direct or indirect benefits for punishers that outweigh the costs of punishment, consistent with all known cases of third-party intervention in non-human animals [43, 44].
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